2019 CENTRAL FLORIDA REGION SCCA® SOLO® “X” CLASE
Last updated on 3/6/2019
Central Florida Region SCCA® “X” class is a PAX class intended for more experienced drivers. This class will be scored
against each other using the PAX handicap system. As the “X” class is for more experienced drivers, the “X” class will
generally be far more competitive. Nationally minded drivers, former class champions, and high PAX scoring drivers
should consider competing in the “X” class.
Another reason a driver might choose the “X” class is if he typically competes in cars in multiple different classes.
Normally, that driver might not compete in the same class enough times to be eligible for a trophy. In the “X” class,
a driver can skip from class to class, as the “X” class results are determined based on the PAX handicap times for the
drivers class.
“X” class is a voluntary class. No driver regardless of their skill is required to participate in the “X” class. Except
maybe Randy Pobst, of course…
CLASS DESIGNATION
The class designation will be “X” followed by the natural class letters for the car. For instance, an “X” class
competitor competing in a “BS” class car, would display class letters “XBS”. As usual, the number must also be
displayed according to the normal class and numbering guidelines for SCCA® SOLO®.
VEHICLE ELIGIBILITY FOR “X” CLASS
Any car qualified for the standard SCCA® SOLO® Classes are eligible for “X” Class. The car ®must completely legal in
the SCCA® SOLO® class for which it is classed.
“X” CLASS CHAMPIONSHIP RULES FOR 2019
•

•

To foster a more “National’s Like” environment, only the first 3 runs for “X” class competitors will be
counted towards “X” class competition, including event trophies/credits, as well as Year-End class points.
o While in 2018, this was implemented by adding 10 cones to the drivers’ 4th and higher runs, this is
not the way this will be implemented this year. This method was not always implemented
consistently at the events and tended to confuse drivers and announcers.
o The 3 runs in class competition rule will be implemented by printing the general results with the
total number of runs, and then changing the number of runs to three and printing results that are
only valid for the “X” class competitors.
For 2019, the PAX ranking for the day, and the PAX year-end championship will be based on all scored runs
at the event.
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